
Monday Reading Answers 
 

1. Find and copy one word from the first verse which shows that this poem was written 
a long time ago. (1 mark) 

 
ne'er, woe or maiden 
 
No marks are given if more than one word is chosen.  
 
 
2. Look at the verse beginning ‘And I wept both day and night…’ 
 
What impression of the angel in this verse? Support your impressions using evidence 
from the text. (3 marks)  

 
2 marks for two correct impressions or 1 correct impression with one piece of 
evidence. 
 
3 marks for 2 correct impression with at least one piece of evidence.  
 
Impressions: The guardian was constantly there for the narrator, the angel was 
caring, loyal, supportive (any similar words to these) 
 
Evidence: ‘I wept both night and day’    
                 ‘he wiped my tears away;’ 
 

 
3. ‘So he took his wings, and fled;’ 

 
Explain, using evidence from the text, why the angel ‘fled’. (2 marks) 
 
1 mark for the correct answer and an additional mark given for the correct evidence 
from the text  
 
The angel fled because the narrator tried to hide how happy they had become and 
therefore, tried to hide how they no longer needed the angel but wanted the 
comfort of a guardian angel instead. I know this because in the text it says, ‘hid 
from him my heart’s delight’. However, the angel realised that they was no longer 
needed and left anyway.  

 
 
4. Why had the angel ‘came in vein?’ (1 mark) 
 

The narrator had grown up and chosen their approach to life. It was too late for 
the angel to change this.  
 
 

5. ‘And grey hairs were on my head.’ This suggests that…   (1 mark) 
 
That a lot of time had passed 



6. Number the following sentences from 1 – 5 to show the order in which they happen 
in the poem. The first one has been done for you. (1 mark) 

 

The angel returns 5 

 

The angel was constantly there for the narrator 2 

 

The angel was no longer needed 6 

 

The narrator dreamt that their innocence was protected by an angel   1 

 

The narrator hides their happiness 3 

 

The angel leaves 4 
 
 
 
Thursday Spelling Answers 
 
Task 1)  

a. absorbent 
b. beginning 
c. relative 
d. polishing 
e. observant 
f. creative 
g. narrator 
h. assistant 

 
Task 2) 

 

Root Word Suffix Final Word Silly sentence containing final word 

adore -ing adoring   
forget -ing forgetting  
commit -ed committed  
improve -er improving  
garden -ing gardening  
limit -ing limited  
begin -er beginner  
prefer -ed preferred  
limit -ation limitation   



 


